MAN IN THE PACIFIC	35
bravest East from the Philippines or the New Hebrides our
Polynesian navigator would find landing places separated by
distances varying from 100 to 1000 miles Yet these dis-
tances were traversed and voyages such as that from Hawaii
to Samoa were undertaken over unknown seas and in open
canoes—achievements beside which our great feats by sea
land and air seem rather less wonderful
Nor were their troubles over when the voyage was safely
accomplished and the new land found     The farther the
Polynesian pioneers pushed  out from the  continents the
smaller grew the islands and the poorer the animal and plant
life    Food of a sort was obtainable   but the only plentiful
article of diet was fish    Animal life they could not import
but the nee from Asia and the coco-nut taro  bread fruit
and yams from Malaysia were introduced and cultivated
Even flints for weapons and cutting tools were wanting and
substitutes had to be found m bones and sharks   teeth
Where as in the case of the Maoris the everlasting summer
of the sub tropics was exchanged for the colder   wetter
climate of New Zealand wholly new arts had to be invented
Spinning and weaving were developed for warmer clothing
stone weapons were manufactured sturdier houses built and
different plants cultivated    Indeed  the whole Pacific area
supplies examples of the manner in which man has adapted
himself to new homelands  or modified the conditions of a
new land to make hie possible
The migration and settlement of Pacific peoples are but
one side of the story Too often the environment proved too
strong The enervating climate the confined space and the
easy life on Pacific islands have in many cases arrested the
development of these wonderful seafarers Civilization rose
and fell m the Pacific as elsewhere Scattered through tfos
island world huge monuments and abandoned colonies are

